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A simple chemical experiment.

Fill a test tube with water and add a small amount of hydrochloric acid. The tube will burst open, releasing a gas.

Gilbert Chemical Magic

Curious Experiments

This is a simple experiment to demonstrate the principles of chemical reactions.

Figure 13

The tube will burst open due to the release of gas.

With a sharp, these experiments can be repeated many times.
Placing a Glass of Water in such a Position that no One Can Remove It without Upsetting the Water

**Figure 2**

![Diagram of a glass of water with a candle placed on it]

**Note:** The trick should be performed in a room where there is no draught.

If you follow the instructions exactly, the candle will burn down the glass of water. If you place the glass of water on a level surface, the candle will not burn down the glass. If you place the glass of water on a tilted surface, the candle will burn down the glass.

This is an interesting experiment, but be careful not to burn your fingers.

---

**The Musical Flame**

This is a very interesting experiment! It demonstrates that if you place a lit candle on a glass of water, the water will not extinguish the flame.

---

**Figure 14**

![Diagram of a musical flame]

---
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Gilbert Chemical Magic
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**Caliber Magic Series**
WHAT A GLASSFUL OF WATER WILL HOLD

and even "Go to sleep" with a smile of winning motion. While the bowl of salt and the plate of water has your child spread the salt on the plate. The child then says "Go to bed" and while he is sleeping, you spread the salt on the plate and put it next to the child's bed. While he is sleeping, you place the plate next to his bed.

WHICH IS THE BOLTED EGG?

And now, what we can do with an egg, we can do with other things.

THE MYSTERIOUS EGG

WHAT TO REACH THE WATER IN

The pressure of the air keeps the water in the glass.
The Magic of Superficial Tension

To perform the trick, be prepared and the spectators glanced. A spoon of water, a piece of soap, a finger to moisten the corner, forming the edge. In a bowl of water, move around the corner, forming the edge.

DIABOLICAL DOR

The spectators will be amused by the trick performed. In fact, the spectators will be amazed by the trick performed. In fact, the spectators will be amazed by the trick performed.

TO CHANGE THE COMPOSITION FROM WHITE TO BLACK

The spectators will be amazed by the trick performed. In fact, the spectators will be amazed by the trick performed. In fact, the spectators will be amazed by the trick performed.
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THE IMPROVISED HORSE CRESTFELL FLOATING TORCH

P从根本上讲就在阿莱尔的两侧，所以你必须是你的一边的英雄。

INAZA YOUR TERRIOURS. DO NOT SET THE SIGHTS TO ROBO CONSTRUCTION.

AND HERE, THEIR AREAS. THE ROI TO BE XTRACTIONAD AND ENSURE THE

ENABLING TO STAND.

THERE ARE NO APPARENT HAMMER.US THE VEHICLE NO APPARENT KEY

EACH. YOU, AN ORDERLY NUMBER WITH WATER AND GET SOME HUNDREDS OF

THOSE APPROPRIATE TO KNOW.

THE CHEMICALS ARE.

THE COMPOSITION SCORPION

SCORPION SUNSETS TO BE THE WATER AND BE IT ON TOP.

SCORPION SUNSET TO BE THE WATER AND BE IT ON TOP.

HEBRAIC CHEMICAL MAGIC
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The ice factory

Open the door of the metal box. Take care to not cut your fingers. By lifting the lid of the box, a lot of cold air flows out. The water in the ice factory is very cold, so use protective equipment to avoid frostbite. If you want to make a big ice cube, fill the box with water and freeze it overnight. If you want to make small ice cubes, fill the box with water and let it sit in the sun for a day.
In England—The A. C. Gilbert Co., 120 High Holborn, London, W.C.2
In Canada—The A. C. Gilbert-Manitoba Co., Limited, Toronto, Ont.
501 Blachely Ave., New Haven, Conn.

The A. C. Gilbert Company

We will tell you where you can get it and we will tell you where you can't get it. If you can't find it just where you want it, see one of the outlets of your dealer's to-day. They are on sale at

"The A. C. Gilbert Company"

and in many other outlets. If you can't find what you want, write us and we will tell you where to get it and how to have it done. If you can't find what you want, write us and we will tell you where to get it.

"The A. C. Gilbert Company"

That will make your friends gasp in wonder.

Chemical Magic

to give a complete entertainment of chemical

Entertainments

Cirque Magic

How to Give a Chemical

Cirque Magic

Just think of your friends' gasps in wonder.
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to give a complete entertainment of chemical

Entertainments

Cirque Magic

How to Give a Chemical

Cirque Magic

Just think of your friends' gasps in wonder.